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here’s what you’ll need.

SAUDI ARABIA
IS OPEN FOR 
TRAVEL

Apply for a Saudi Arabia Visa

Want to visit Saudi Arabia for tourism, business, or 
to perform Umrah? It’s now possible to apply for 
the Saudi Arabia Tourist eVisa online, with the visa 
services from VP.  Obtaining your visa with us is quick, 
easy, and affordable.
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Get the Saudi Arabia eVisa now          
Visa Applications for International Travellers                               

The Saudi government reopened the country for tourism 
on September 29, 2021. Plan your trip to Saudi Arabia 
and explore its rich heritage and culture, exhilarating 
outdoor activities, and delicious local food.

Apply online now or keep reading to learn more.

What is the Saudi Arabia Tourist eVisa?

With a Saudi Arabia eVisa, travelers can go to this country 
for tourism or to visit Saudi citizens, such as family and 
friends. Muslim pilgrims can also perform Umrah outside 
of the Hajj.

Visa holders can visit the holy cities of Jeddah, Makkah 
(Mecca), and Medina. Take into consideration that 
Makkah and Medina can only be visited by Muslims.

Apply online for a Saudi Arabia  Visa
How long is the Saudi Arabia 
Tourist eVisa valid for?The Saudi 
Arabia Tourist Visa offers a total 
validity of one year and stays of up 
to 90 days in Total per entry. It’s a 
Multiple Entry.
It usually takes between 1 and 5 days 
for the Saudi Arabia Tourist Visa to be 
issued. In order to avoid any delays, 
we recommend applying at least two 
weeks before departure.

Our goal is to make your Saudi Arabia 
visa application stress-free so you can 
focus on the fun part: planning your 
trip!
Start your application now!

Please note: It is not possible to use this visa to perform 
Hajj. There are separate visa categories available for visits 
during this period.

Do I need the Saudi Arabia Tourist eVisa to visit the 
country?

Foreign citizens from 49 countries must apply for this visa 
to visit Saudi Arabia as a tourist or to perform Umrah. Use 
our handy Visa Checker to find out if you need this travel 
document, then apply instantly.

Parents or legal guardians are responsible for applying 
on behalf of their children under 18 years old. You can 
add any children during the application process with by 
requesting to add another person.

Saudi e-Visa is not for Hajj

Saudi Arabia eVisa         
Visa Validity anf getting the right visa type

https://visapriority.com/travel-visas/
https://visapriority.com/


What are the Saudi visa Requirements
Visa Applications for International Travellers                                

To apply for the Saudi Arabia Tourist Visa online with iVisa 
you just need to follow these few simple steps below:

Step 1: Complete the online application form on iVisa 
with your personal details and choose your preferred 
processing time.

Step 2: Double-check all info carefully and pay the Tourist 
Visa fees with a credit/debit card or PayPal.

Step 3: Upload all required documents, click “Submit” and 
get ready to travel to Saudi Arabia!

Upon arrival, you must present your passport along with 
your new tourist visa confirmation with a QR code, which 
must be printed.

How do I apply for the Saudi Arabia Tourist eVisa 



here’s what you’ll get.

THE VISAPRIORITY  ARABIA
Benefits of applying for the 
Saudi Arabia Tourist eVisa 

100% government-compliant: Our visa experts make sure your information is 100% 
compliant with government regulations.

Simplified form: The process of applying for a visa can be confusing and time-consuming. 
iVisa ensures only relevant questions are included, making the application up to 50% 
shorter than usual!

Fill out at your own pace: Save your progress, make changes, and come back to it later 
whenever you need a break.



More questions about your 
trip to Saudi Arabia?

If you have more questions about the Saudi Arabia Tourist eVisa or 
any other travel document, you can reach out to our outstanding 
customer support team via online chat or by email at: 

help@visapriority.com. They are available 24/7 to assist you in case 
you run into any difficulties.



40+ GLOBAL
Destinations
From the UK to Canada and China, we are able to assist 

you in applying for your Visa to many of the most on 

demand destinations in the world.

Whether for business, tourism or relocation, we have the 

right solution for your travel requirements. Qatar
Visit & Business Visas

Canada
Visit and Tourism
Immigration & 
Relocation*

The United Arab 
Emirates. 
Visit Visas

Bahrain
Visit & Business 
Visas

India
Business & Visit 
Visas

United Kingdom
Visit & Business 
Immigration Visas*
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How To Get Started
How to apply for your visa and the prerequsits for application and approval 

Apply online at www.visapriority.com

Apply Online 

APPLICATION  |  Pre Approval

Screening & Document check

Application Review

APPLICATION  |  Pre Approval

Shortlisted & Screened

Zoom / Skype Interview

APPLICATION  |  Pre Approval

Submitted / Awaiting Issuance

Application Confirmed 

APPLICATION  |  Approved

Document Available for Print

Visa Issued

APPLICATION  | Success 

Welcome to Your destination

Welcome !

APPLICATION  |  Post Approval SupportVisaPriority
Travel Without Borders
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